
Save Time and Money on Remodeling  
and Renovation Projects With Spike

Spike is a laser measurement solution that allows you 
to measure elevations, widths, and areas of commercial 
and residential projects, simply by taking a photo with 
your smartphone or tablet and Spike device. 

• Save significant time on your site walks by using 
Spike’s photo measurements to complete your bids 
and estimates.

• Utilize Spike’s Photo Measurements as part of your 
day-to-day design work with AutoCAD and Revit.

Mobile Solutions Used by More Than 50,000 Construction 
Professionals, and Now Supporting AutoCAD and Revit



Reduce time spent on-site measuring to just the minutes it takes to capture 
photos. If you forget a measurement, there’s no need to return to the site. Access 
the photo and remeasure immediately. Also, improve construction administration 
documentation by adding photo-verifiable measurements to your records.

Save Time

Spike allows you to measure multi-story and complex buildings, and elevations. 
With Spike’s Point-to-Point Measurement feature, you can measure the distance 
between any two objects in seconds, simply by capturing two photos.

Access Hard to Reach Areas

Cut your measurement and customer acquisition costs. Measure vertical elements 
without ladders, scaffolding, manually measuring and taking separate photos, or 
the use of expensive tools. All it takes is one person to measure during site walks 
for bids and estimates.

Cut Costs

Spike brings new functionality to your smartphone or tablet and turns it into 
a powerful measurement solution. The Spike device, Spike mobile app, Spike 
Cloud and your smartphone or tablet work together.

Smartphone / Tablet Functionality
iPad

Import Spike’s 1:1 scaled and perspective corrected image directly into your 
CAD program, such as AutoCAD or Revit, and measure the Spike photo using 
your CAD’s native tools.

Scaled Designs

Capture measurements with Spike from a safe location and distance. There 
is no need to access the object in order to take measurements. Simply stand 
at a safe distance, aim the Spike laser at the object you wish to measure, and 
take a photo from your smartphone or tablet.

Safer Field Operations



Once on-site, capture a photo of an object, such as a 
building or wall, using the Spike app, Spike laser device 
and your smartphone or tablet. From that one photo, draw 
measurements instantly along a single plane such as areas 
and elevations. Photos can be measured using the Spike 
mobile app or the Spike Cloud at any time.

Photo Measure: real-time 
measurements from a photo

Point-to-Point Measurements determine the 
distance between two objects in seconds, by 
capturing two photos. For example, measuring 
the distance between buildings, the length of a 
fascia or the ground up to a soffit. Point-to-Point 
Measurements allow you to work quickly and 
capture hard-to-reach measurements from a 
safe location.

Point-to-Point: measure the 
distance between two objects

Simply take photos of a project site using 
the Spike app, Spike laser device and your 
smartphone or tablet. Once photos have 
been captured, export a Spike Scaled Image 
from the Spike Cloud. This Image is 1:1 scaled 
and perspective corrected, and is ready for 
import into AutoCAD and Revit where you 
can immediately measure and design using 
the native tools. What used to sometimes 
take days to measure a project to be ready 
for AutoCAD or Revit import can now happen 
within minutes, all from a smartphone.

Design to Scale in AutoCAD or Revit

 
Point A to B Distance 18 3
Horizontal Distance 0 6
Vertical Distance -18 2
Distance to Point A 27 2
Distance to Point B 22 10

Report: Point-to-Point Measurement



The Spike device pairs with your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth. 
Spike’s laser rangefinder works jointly with your smartphone or tablet’s 

camera, GPS, compass and connection to the Internet.

Device and OS Apple iOS & Google Android smartphones and tablets.  
For a list of supported devices, visit www.ikegps.com/support

Battery Internal Li-ion Battery

Connectivity BLUETOOTH 4.0 low energy technology

Range 6 – 650 Feet (2 - 200 Meters)

Accuracy Distance: ± 5cm (2 in)
Photo Measure: ± 1%

Units Feet, Inches, Meters, Centimeters

Output Formats PDF, JPG, Spike File (XML), KMZ, URL

CLASS 1  
LASER PRODUCT

Bradley Edelson
bradley.edelson@ikegps.com

+1 404 697 9091 
ikegps.com/Spike

Contact us at:

The Spike Partner Program enables leading software vendors to integrate with Spike’s 
mobile app and cloud software. Spike offers several types of software integration, 
including APIs, SDKs and XML.

Partner Program


